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PA* and its consequences
PA: keeping well below 2.0°C, if possible – below 1.5°C
Þ Keep within a budget of 770 mln t CO2 eq; use of 42 Gt CO2 eq/year: time is running
• renewables and energy efficiency will not deliver in time; nuclear limited, problematic
• overshooting 1.5°C, later compensated by BECCS ** – a mortgage on the future
=> fossil fuels have to be decarbonised quickly and on a large scale
(disparity of the supply and demand pattern of electric renewables => balance by electrolysis
of surplus power to H2, use the existing CH4 system for transportation and storage; some
energy to be delivered as molecules, not by wire => need for power - AND H2 infrastructure)
=> decarbonisation pre-combustion*** of hydrocarbons to H2;
large scale => by MSR**** with large-scale disposal of CO2
Þ Fast system transformation from CH4 to H2 and push for large-scale carbon capture
Questions: who has to take the initiative, who has to pay, how to finance?
* Sustainable atmosphere under the Paris Agreement implies carbon-free energy, not necessarily renewable, as long-term sustainable energy
** BECCS: bioenergy with carbon capture and storage
*** post-combustion produces energy as power, not as molecules
**** MSR: methane steam reforming, the only available large-scale technology
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Solar PV has seen the biggest cost reductions in utility-scale renewables
with cost cuts up to 70% in major markets
Source: World Energy Outlook 2018
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Seasonal gas demand in the European Union in
the
New Policies
Scenario, 2040
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Despite a 50% increase in peak gas demand in the electricity sector, the efficiency-driven drop
in consumption for space heating leads to an overall decline in peak demand
Source: World Energy Outlook 2018

IPCC Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C
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CO2 emission change in 2030 (% rel to 2010)
→ in 2050 (% rel to 2010)
Kyoto-GHG emissions* in 2030 (% rel to 2010)
→ in 2050 (% rel to 2010)
Final energy demand** in 2030 (% rel to 2010)
→ in 2050 (% rel to 2010)
Renewable share in electricity in 2030 (%)
→ in 2050 (%)
Primary energy from gas in 2030 (% rel to 2010)
→ in 2050 (% rel to 2010)
Primary energy from non-biomass renewables in 2030 (% rel to 2010)
→ in 2050 (% rel to 2010)
Cumulative CCS until 2100 (GtCO2)
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* Kyoto-gas emissions are based on SAR GWP-100
** Changes in energy demand are associated with improvements in energy efficiency and behaviour change

SAR: Second Assessment Report, GWP: Global Warming Potential, from IPCC 2018 SPM, p. 13

Reflections:
Norway / Equinor as gas producing country / company
• Motivation: gas producers hit twice by shrinking volumes: lower
volume and price => look to preserve sales volumes in form of H2
• Equinor: H2 projects, developed together with customers, taking
back the CO2 from MSR (by ship / for UK by pipeline)
• 40+ Gt of CO2 storage potential in the Norwegian North Sea alone
( Germany according to Bundesanstalt für Geowissenschaften und
Rohstoffe: 20 +/- 8 Gt of CO2)
• Beyond CO2 from Norway’s gas supplies (125 bcm/year
corresponding to ca. 0.25 Gt/year), BUT why should Norway do the
job for others?
• CO2 storage: proven and simple technology (reinjecting a nonflammable, non-toxic liquid); has to be monitored

CO2 Storage Capacity
Norwegian Continental Shelf

How much is a Gigaton?

Reflections: NL / Gasunie
• Testing / projects to convert the increasingly idle L-Gas infrastructure
to H2
• Insular solutions, to be linked up, also with existing H2-system
• CO2 from MSR exported to Norway
BUT: little financial room as regulated business, slowing down
development

Reflections on: (i) split of work between EU and
Russia regarding PA and (ii) cooperation
(i) PA Article 3: Each country commits by NDC to ambitious measures, checked every 5
years (blame and shame) with ratcheting up
Methane is about 50% of Russian PEC, decarbonisation / H2 may become
necessary; Russia may first look at cheaper options (tapping the bounty of energy
efficiency)
(ii) Cooperation
- in knowledge sharing (mainly on H2 technology infrastructure and application)
- In developing the H2 market in the EU

Reflections related to gas imports
EU looking to decarbonise gas (also in the interest of gas producers to remain in the
game)
• Carbon-free H2 from CH4 via MSR and CCUS: a volume issue for CO2 disposal and a
netback issue for CH4
• Process and location: a question of optimisation (of netback value at the well head)
along the chain: process, location and flexibility
• Why should Russia solve the EU‘s political problem with CO2 storage?
• Methane cracking vs. MSR: volume consequences and speed of progress; enough
Russian gas available to back either process
• GP bound long term by contractual quality provisions (beyond spec of
infrastructure)
• GP vs Equinor: factual differences; Equinor pioneer, GP follower?

H2 vs CH4 -export: principles remain, details
change

• Paris Agreement does not impose an obligation / restriction regarding
the export of resources, UNGA resolution 1802 of 1963 remains valid
• Customers pay (also for decarbonised H2), thereby for decarbonisation
• Subject to competition / markets
• Costs to produce the product (decarbonised H2) and bring it to the
market are borne along the chain; finally deducted from the revenue
ex wellhead (determining the resource rent)
=>
different (higher) value for a different product in the market (determined
by competition / markets for H2 and its infrastructure)
but also higher costs to produce / deliver H2 compared to CH4)
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SMR equipped with CCUS is the cheapest source of low-carbon hydrogen, but
electrolysers using off-grid renewables could provide hydrogen for $3/kg H2 in 2040
Source: World Energy Outlook 2018

Reflections on the players’ role
DO NOT wait for Godot (= decarbonisation technology to be free of costs)!!
Technology neutrality: there will be a mix between renewables (Wind , PV) and
decarbonised hydrocarbons, the balance to be sorted out by competition, based on
an effective price signal for CO2 (i.e. reflecting cost level)
- Governments of resource owning countries: promote transformation to preserve
market position, accept netback consequences
- Commercial oil and gas companies: profit for shareholders, some profit spent to
secure long-term business / advertisement
BUT buy back shares or modify business always an option
- Governments of consuming / importing countries: provide for effective market
signals reflecting the substantial costs of decarbonisation; otherwise only nonaction will be optimised
- Regulated infrastructure: regulated asset base with regulated profit, depreciation
time to make it financeable (initiative has to come from politics)
- C / CO2 disposal: may be a regulated business; but cross-border issues,
certification needed

Reflections on who pays?
• Putting a price on CO2 high enough to trigger developments / for fuel switching
• In the end, consumers pay extra costs for a decarbonised world
• De-carbonization / a price on CO2 may change resource rents included in present
energy price level (for fuel and gas):
• Example US gas-coal: no extra costs, rent for low-carbon fuel but paid out of rent for liquid
fuel, as gas is a must-sell by-product
• Now the UK mixture of floor price for EUA and LCPD => gas exporters benefit by volume
• Renewables put a ceiling on the CO2 price at a level for switching from gas to renewables

• If all countries make similar efforts to decarbonise: little distortion from different
decarbonisation approaches
• In the future: CO2-free renewable fuel (H2) likely to become a yardstick for other
CO2-free fuel
=> bringing the costs of electric H2 down, brings overall costs of decarbonisation
down, inclusive of resource rent for decarbonised methane
BUT: (substantial) decarbonisation costs, needs effective signals initiated by
governments (can be income-neutral CO2 taxes; must be flanked by social policies)

Time is of the essence!
And cooperation!

• We live in an era in the history of
nations where there is greater need
than ever for co-ordinated political
action and responsibility

• Perhaps our most urgent task is to
persuade nations of the need to
return to multilateralism

From the Foreword to Our Common Future,
World Commission on Environment and
Development, Gro Harlem Brundtland, Oslo,
20 March 1987
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Properties
CH4

• GCV: 889 kJ/mol
Relevant for energy stored
• Wobbe Index: 53.45 MJ/Nm3
Relevant for energy
transportation capacity

H2

• GCV: 286 kJ/mol
= 32% of CH4
• Wobbe Index: 48.34 MJ/Nm3
= 90% of methane
(L-Gas: up to 46,8 MJ/Nm3)
• More compression needed
• More aggressive then CH4
• Check compatibility along the chain
and in applications

Decarbonising CH4 pre-combustion by steam
reforming: producing H2 and safely disposing of CO2
Steam reforming (SR – getting the energy out of C and H4,
less process losses):
• Add H2O (steam) plus energy (endothermic reaction)
• Global industrial application (ca. 150 bcm/year of natural gas)
• SR possible for C, CH4, CnH2n+2, i.e. coal, gas and liquid hydrocarbons
• C + 2 H2O => CO2 + 2 x H2
coal: 2 H2 pro 1 CO2
• 2n x H2O + CnH2n+2,
gas: 4 H2 pro 1 CO2
=> n x CO2 + 2n H2 + n+1 H2 hydrocarbons in general:
(3 + 1/n) H2 pro 1 CO2
• Dispose of CO2 in geological structures
(EOR, EGR, depleted reservoirs, aquifers)

Decarbonising CH4 pre-combustion by methane
cracking: producing H2 and safely disposing of C
Methane cracking: (getting the energy of H4,
less process losses plus getting carbon black)

• KIT process with fluid tin at experimental stage
• Next step TRL 6, using 3 m3/h = 25 000 m3/year
=> Very substantial scaling up needed
• CH4 (889 kJ/mol) =>
C (carbon black) + 2 H2 (GCV = 2 x 286 kJ/mol)
• Use of C = carbon black, limited by global market
(<10 mln t/year at present), beyond that => dispose of C!
• Energy contained in C is produced (and transported), but lost
energetically (40% of energy of CH4 plus process losses > 50%)

Energy taxation and implicit carbon pricing in Germany,
2016

Source: Felix Matthes, Decarbonizing Germany’s Power Sector, p. 24; Note d’IFRI, Dec 2017

